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Dynamic and Hierarchical Genome Organization	

The different organization levels of genomes bridge several orders of magnitude concerning space 
and time. How all of these organization levels connect to processes like gene regulation, replication, 
embryogeneses, or cancer development is still unclear? 	
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The Complexity of Cytogenetic Diagnostics	

The process of cytogenetic analysis requires proper patient and sample analysis	

as well asa comprehensive evaluation of the results.	
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Current ‘Best of Breed’	

Current solutions are driven by the needs of specific users and data, i.e. they run on a limited 
paradigm with mostly fixed content, difficult user and data handling possibilities and almost no 
control options over processes. Thus, they neither represent adequately the complexity of genomes 
nor the complexity of science and industry processes necessary to work properly. 	
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The 3D Genome Viewer	

To develop an entire novel system-biology oriented genome browser, i.e. integrating the holistic 
complexity of genome organization in a single easy comprehensible platform has required 
completely new approaches to represent the genome architecture realistically in combination with 
the various types experimental data or instant analysis capabilities and annotation.	

Paradigm: 	

	

v      simplicity, flexibility, customisability, expandability and open-source sustainability	

	
concerning	

v      user accessibility and needs, the in-/output of data sources, system modularity, and integration of future developments	

Content: 	

	

v      all spatial scales from the base-pair to nuclear morphology including all other system composites	

v      every type of even large multi-dimensional datasets	

User Handling: 	

	

v      intuitive navigation with dynamical semantic resolution and relational arrangement	

Data Handling: 	

	

v      real-time interaction with data manipulation or annotation	

v      simple relational or complex correlative multi-dimensional analysis and planning capabilities	

Control Options: 	

	

v      front-end access and control of virtual system biological genome simulations	
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The 3D Genome Viewer	

	

Due to its broad impact, the GLOBE 3D Genome Viewer addresses different markets and revenue 
streams in the areas of research, education, diagnostics and industry with different detailed 
business models and contracting patterns which will guaranty a constant high-profile valorization.	

Basic Corporate License: 	

	

v      50% science	
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White Label Products:	

	

v      special customer products	
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v      specially defined data sets	

v       specially connected data sets	

Advertising: 	

	

v      sponsored free version	

v      content  and user related	

eCommerce: 	

	

v      community portal and referral fees	
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The 3D Genome Viewer	

The NEW Standard for Genomic Research and Diagnostics!	

Ready to be Valorized!!!	
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Abstract 
 
 
The GLOBE 3D Genome Viewer is the novel system-biology oriented genome browser necessary to access, 
present, annotate, and to simulate the holistic genome complexity in a unique gateway towards a real 
understanding, educative presentation and curative manipulation planning of this tremendous evolutionary 
information grail – genomes. This has required completely new approaches to represent the genome architecture 
realistically in combination with the various types of informational annotation including experimental data or 
instant analysis capabilities. This creates unrivalled new opportunities for scientific researchers, diagnostic users, 
educators and publishers as well as PR and commercial applicants. Potential BETA-TESTERS of the GLOBE 3D 
Genome Viewer are asked to sign up now! 
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